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Abstract
The popularization of eCommerce has led to effective
customer shopping experiences. Pervasive computing
could bring the benefits of eCommerce to brick and
mortar stores, merging both online and physical worlds
into a unique system. We define crick as the extension of
the (c)lick and b(rick) concept, by means of pervasive
technologies. In this paper, we summarize our
work-in-progress research on using pervasive Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) to sense human-product
interaction. These cricks can be performed through
diverse interfaces in the retail domain, and automatically
receive feedback in different manners. We believe that
integrating RFID and other pervasive technologies in retail
stores is the next step to obtain comprehensive customer’s
user models and preferences. Retail management
improvement, or personal and collaborative
recommendations, are envisioned to be successful
applications of cricking.
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Introduction
The popularization of eCommerce has revolutionized the
how customers interact with retail stores. In online retail
stores, customers access products with a simple click on a
website, or through a smartphone application. A click
action produces two outputs: on one hand, the customer
receives information about that product, and on the other
hand, the retailer knows that a click has been performed
on that specific product.

The benefits of eCommerce are not limited to receiving
instant information about a product from the retailer.
The customer can search online information about a
specific product from different sources, including search
engines, competitors, recommendation websites,
specialized forums, etc. This gives the customer the
power to compare prices, brands, sellers or other product
characteristics, and choose the best option. In this sense,
eCommerce improves the customer shopping experience.

Figure 1: Customer interacting
with products in a store.

However, the eCommerce customer is not only benefited
by the instant access to product information. The
click-stream of customers in a eCommerce website or
smartphone application has been successfully used to
understand and model their interests and preferences.
This is the case of Amazon [1] and Google [3] amongst
others. In these examples, eCommerces can effectively
propose and recommend products tailored to the customer
preferences. Hence, eCommerces improved selling rates.

Up to present, brick and mortar retailers could not adopt
neither benefit from the eCommerce improvements in its
relation with customers [8]. In the remainder of this paper
we describe our ongoing research on the utilization of
pervasive technologies to bring the benefits of eCommerce
to traditional brick and mortar retail, merging both the
online and the physical worlds.

Cricking to merge eCommerce with brick and
mortar stores
Current strategies from traditional brick and mortar
retailers to adopt eCommerce benefits are known as bricks
and clicks [9]. These strategies are far from actually
merging both scenarios. Instead, it refers to the
coexistence of both models within a same retail agent.
For instance, collecting a product at a store after having
purchased it online. However, pervasive technologies have
the potential to move a step forward in this scenario,
allowing a real integration of eCommerce into brick and
mortar stores.

Let us imagine a scenario where a customer is shopping at
a store, and is interested in a garment. At this point, the
customer’s actual choices to obtain information from that
product are limited to reading the product’s label, asking
a shopping assistant, or searching online through a
smartphone. None of these options are a comparable
experience to online shopping with respect to obtaining
automatic feedback (i.e., information, recommendations,
or alternatives), or comparison options.

Conversely, let us imagine a scenario (c.f. Figure 1) where
the same customer takes the same garment, and receives
automatic information on a screen about related items
based on the customers’ history of purchases and that
season’s fashion. Moreover, the smartphone automatically
suggests alternative stores in the vicinity with better offers
and reviews [12] for the same garment. Finally, the
customer’s smartphone easily shares the shopping activity
with her closest friends in an online social network, which
can support the shopper telling that she looks great with
that garment.
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Cricking is an extension of the (c)lick and b(rick) concept
by means of pervasive technologies. We can define cricks
as human-product interactions at a brick and mortar
store, receiving automatic feedback based on the
interacted product, and thus, leading to a full eCommerce
experience. Cricking merges both the online and the
physical worlds, bringing the benefits of eCommerce to
brick and mortar stores.

Taxonomy of pervasive technologies to en-
able cricks in the retail domain
Pervasive technologies play a basic role to make cricks
possible. In this subsection we present a taxonomy with
different technologies we have surveyed to make cricking
possible in the retail domain.

Figure 2: RFID-enabled smart
shelf front and back views.

When clicking on a retailer’s website, we interact with
specific products. Cricks on brick and mortar stores
should be equally specific. Hence, the system must be
able to uniquely identify each product. Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) is a wireless technology whose main
goal is identify objects. Specifically, Electronic Product
Code Generation 2 (EPC Gen2) [11] is an RFID
technology intended for retail, consisting on low-cost
passive tags (or electronic labels), powered by an RFID
reader plus one or more antennas. A tag should be
attached to each product in a store, allowing a unique
item identification.

Besides unique identification, the position or location of
the products must be known to let the system provide
appropriate feedback to cricks. We define as smart shelf a
traditional retail shelf enabled with RFID antennas (c.f.
Figure 2). Hence, knowing the position of the antennas
an accurate location of RFID-tagged products can be
obtained.

Summing up, filling the smart shelf with RFID-tagged
products allows customers to crick in the brick and mortar
store, by analyzing the RFID information and events.
Each crick in a smart shelf (i.e., a human-product
interaction) can be performed through different interfaces
as evaluated in our research:

• Augmented reality: A customer can observe the
smart shelf through a tablet or smartphone screen,
and crick on a specific product. Thanks to the
RFID provided identification and location, the
customer could interact with each single product,
improving computer vision capabilities. An example
can be found in [6].

• Sensors on shelves: By placing specific sensors
(besides RFID) on the smart shelf [7] the system
can not only detect the product’s location but also
the customer’s hand position. A crick would link
events detection in both RFID antennas and
sensors. An example can be found in [10].

• Gestures recognition: Sensors like Kinect [4]
connected to the smart shelf, can be used as
interaction interfaces. By recognizing positions or
gestures of our body, the system can interpret these
inputs as cricks on the retail products. An example
can be found in [5].

• Deviceless human-product interaction: Taking a
product out of the smart shelf is detected by the
RFID system. Moreover, the antennas can recover
low-level radio frequency communication
information such as the received signal strength
indicator (RSSI), to improve location resolution and
duration of human-product interactions. This
approach relies only on the RFID information, and it
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is envisioned as the long-term technique to crick
detection at brick and mortar stores.

Once the customer has performed the crick, it is expected
to obtain automatic feedback, similarly to the information
received after a click in eCommerce. Next, we summarize
the different interfaces to show crick’s output, being
surveyed in our research. The interfaces are organized
depending on whether the crick is performed through a
device, or deviceless:

• Device crick: The same devices’ screens used to
focus and crick on products, can be used to
superpose information about these products.
Similarly, Google Glasses [2] can also output
information.

• Deviceless crick: Cricks performed deviceless rely
on other supports to obtain feedback. Embedded
screens or image projections on the smart shelves
can provide useful feedback to cricks. Sound is also
possible feedback interface, being specially relevant
to visually impaired people. All of the above can
provide useful interaction and help customers in
their shopping experience.

Each crick can be registered by the retailer to obtain
deeper knowledge about customers’ preferences and
fashion evolutions. Furthermore, if customers are properly
identified in the system, a customer-preferences model can
be enabled.

Future work and discussion
We firmly believe that cricks are the next revolution in
combining eCommerce and brick and mortar retail. Our

ongoing research in the laboratory and real stores is
reporting results in this direction. Moreover, cricking is
not dependant of next-generation developments, but it is
being tested in real scenarios, with current state-of-the-art
products and technology.

Not only retail management improvement, but any
inventorying-dependant brick and mortar business could
benefit from the cricking concept. For instance, customers
could obtain instant reviews, extended product
information and tailored personal and collaborative
recommendations. The above are envisioned to be
successful applications of cricking in retail.
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